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ABSTRACT 

Two models, a spectral refraction model (Longuet-Higgins) and a parabolic equation method ( PEM ) 
refraction-diffraction model (Kirby), are used to simulate the propagation of surface gravity waves 
across the Southern California Bight. The Bight contains numerous offshore islands and shoals and is 
significantly larger (~  300 km by 300 km) than regions typically studied with these models. The 
effects of complex bathymetry on the transformation of incident wave directional spectra, So (f,00), 
which are very narrow in both frequency and direction are difficult to model accurately. As So(f, Oo) 
becomes broader in both dimensions, agreement between the models improves and the spectra pre- 
dicted at coastal sites become less sensitive to errors in the bathymetry grid, to tidal changes in the 
mean water depth, and to uncertainty in So (f,0o) itself. The smoothing associated with even relatively 
narrow (0.01 Hz-5 ° bandwidth) So(f, Oo) is usually sufficient to bring the model predictions of shal- 
low water energy into at least qualitative agreement. However, neither model is accurate at highly 
sheltered sites. The importance of diffraction degrades the predictions of the refraction model, and a 
positive bias [O(10%) of the deep ocean energy] in the refraction-diffraction model estimates, be- 
lieved to stem from numerical "noise" (Kirby), may be comparable to the low wave energy. The best 
agreement between the predicted spectra generally occurs at moderately exposed locations in deeper 
waters within the Bight, away from shallow water diffractive effects and in the far-field of the islands. 
In these cases, the differences between the models are small, comparable to the errors caused by tidal 
fluctuations in water depth as waves propagate across the Bight. The accuracy of predicted energies 
at these sites is likely to be limited by the uncertainty in specifying So(fOoL 

1. INTRODUCTION 

T h e  S o u t h e r n  C a l i f o r n i a  B i g h t  e x t e n d s  f r o m  a p p r o x i m a t e l y  32 ° N  to  P o i n t  

C o n c e p t i o n  ( 3 4 . 5 ° N )  o n  t h e  w e s t  c o a s t  o f  t h e  U . S .  ( F i g .  1 ).  N u m e r o u s  off-  

s h o r e  i s l a n d s ,  s h a l l o w  b a n k s ,  a n d  c o a s t a l  s u b m a r i n e  c a n y o n s  p a r t i a l l y  s h e l t e r  

t h e  c o a s t l i n e  f r o m  d e e p  o c e a n  s u r f a c e  g r a v i t y  w a v e s .  A s  a r e su l t ,  t h e  w a v e  

c l i m a t e  w i t h i n  t h e  B i g h t  is  s p a t i a l l y  c o m p l e x  d u e  t o  t h e  r e f l e c t i o n ,  r e f r a c t i o n ,  
d i f f r a c t i o n ,  a n d  d i s s i p a t i o n  o f  t h e  i n c i d e n t  d e e p  o c e a n  w a v e  e n e r g y  ( M u n k  
a n d  T r a y l o r ,  1947;  A r t h u r ,  1951;  E m e r y ,  1958;  P a w k a ,  1982,  1 9 8 3 ) .  E n g i -  

n e e r i n g  s t u d i e s  c o m m o n l y  u s e  r e f r a c t i o n  m o d e l s  to  e x a m i n e  w a v e  p r o p a g a -  
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Fig. 1. Shallow water bathymetry of  the Southern California Bight. Wave propagation models 
are compared at sites A-F,  in local deep water (depth = 300 m; A = Oceanside, B = Santa Mon- 
ica, C = S a n t a  Barbara) and shallow water (dep th=  10 m; D=Oceans ide  Beach, E = S a n  Clem- 
ente Beach, F = Redondo Submarine Canyon).  

tion in areas as large as the Bight ( g 300 km by 300 km), even when diffrac- 
tion is not necessarily negligible. However, wave propagation models including 
both refraction and diffraction are computationally intensive, requiring a su- 
percomputer for large areas, and can be numerically noisy. Conditions for 
which refraction and refraction-diffraction model solutions agree are there- 
fore of practical interest. 

Two existing linear wave propagation models, spectral refraction (R model, 
Longuet-Higgins, 1957; LeMehaute and Wang, 1982) and spectral refrac- 
tion-diffraction (RD model, Kirby, 1986a; Izumiya and Horikawa, 1987; 
Isobe, 1987), were compared in O'Reilly and Guza (1991) for simple bath- 
ymetries. Our present focus is on the application of these models to the entire 
Southern California Bight. We assume that the deep ocean wave spectrum is 
spatially homogeneous outside the islands, and that there is no wave genera- 
tion by local winds. Therefore, the present results concern relatively low fre- 
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quency swell ( f~  0.04-0.10 Hz) from distant storms. Tidal and other large 
scale currents in the Bight are typically less then 30 cm/s, too weak to have a 
large effect on long period waves, and are not included. In addition, nonlinear 
effects are assumed negligible because propagation distances within the Bight 
are too short for significant spectral evolution in deep water, the shelf is nar- 
row, and model solutions in very shallow water ( < 10 m) are not sought. Our 
overall objective is to discuss the application of R and RD models in engi- 
neering studies of the sheltering effects of islands and shoals over spatial scales 
of several 100 km. 

2. T H E  S O U T H E R N  C A L I F O R N I A  B A T H Y M E T R Y  G R I D  

A detailed bathymetry grid is required to model wave propagation in the 
Bight. Depth soundings from the National Ocean Survice (NOS) digital da- 
tabase, for latitudes between 32 °-35 °N and longitudes between 117 °-122 ° W, 
were used to create a 3 by 3 second bathymetry grid (77.2 m by 92.6 m at 
33.5 °N) for the depth range 0-300 m. The Delaunay tesselation method of 
Watson ( 1982 ) produced a network of triangles with the sounding locations 
at their vertices. (Delaunay triangles have the property that no vertex lies 
inside the circumcircle of any triangle. Hence, the network is as close to 
equiangular as possible. ) The water depth at each grid point was then calcu- 
lated by linear interpolation from the plane passing through the vertices of 
the triangle containing that point. Surveys in the NOS database extended from 
the 1930's to the 1980's. In areas where surveys overlapped, the most recent 
survey was used. There was little coastal data available for the region south of 
the U.S.-Mexico border ( ,~ 32.5 ° N) to 32 ° N latitude, so relatively low res- 
olution, hand digitized contours from bathymetric maps were used. The com- 
pleted grid was screened for bad points through a comparison to NOS nauti- 
cal charts. 

A small amount of grid distortion results when a simple transformation, 
equivalent to a Mercator projection of the latitude-longitude grid centered 
on 35.5 °N latitude, is used in the conversion to Cartesian coordinates. While 
the distance between lines of longitude on a sphere decrease with increasing 
latitude, this distance remains constant under the present transformation, and 
results in a maximum grid spacing error of 2.5% at the north and south ends 
of the grid. Wave propagation errors arise from the fact that waves do not 
travel along great circle paths on the grid, except when propagating directly 
along the y-axis (North-South), but the maximum directional errors due to 
grid distortion are acceptably small ( ~ 1 ° ). 

3. T H E  S P E C T R A L  R E F R A C T I O N - D I F F R A C T I O N  M O D E L  

The refraction-diffraction model used here is the linear version of the higher 
order PEM (Pad6 approximant) model (Kirby 1986a,b; Kirby and Dalrym- 
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ple, 1986 ). The model is for a monochromatic  and unidirectional wave train, 
but monochromatic  results can be combined to simulate wave spectra (Izu- 
miya and Horikawa, 1987; Isobe, 1987; Panchang et al., 1990). RD model 
calculations in the Bight are numerically intensive. For example, for a fre- 
quency of 0.06 Hz, the grid has dimensions of approximately 15,000 by 13,000 
points and the number  of numerical calculations are 104 larger than typical 
problems solved using parabolic RD models (e.g. Kirby and Dalrymple, 
1986). RD model runs are therefore performed on a Cray Y-MP supercom- 
puter and large gains in computational  efficiency are made by simultaneously 
evaluating a range of  incident wave directions, at a single frequency, through 
the "vectorization" of the program code. The solution for 45 incident wave 
directions and a wave frequency of 0.06 Hz requires 45 to 65 cpu minutes 
depending on the grid orientation. Higher wave frequencies have shorter 
wavelengths and result in smaller grid spacings and more cpu time. For ex- 
ample, the same model  runs at a wave frequency of 0.10 Hz use from 135 to 
190 cpu minutes. As discussed below, several thousand frequency-directional 
combinations are needed to span the range of  realistic wave conditions, so the 
total cpu t ime is significant. Since the RD model is linear, the solution need 
only be calculated once for each frequency and direction, with an incident 
wave of unit amplitude. The response to a specific incident directional spec- 
trum is then constructed by appropriately weighting each discrete component. 

3.1. Minimizing high-angle RD wave propagation errors 

The Southern California Bight is exposed to a wide range of possible inci- 
dent wave directions. However, PEM refraction-diffraction models are una- 
ble to accurately propagate wave energy at high angles to the x-axis of the 
bathymetry grid [ > 55-60 ° for the Kirby ( 1986a) model incorporated here ]. 
To minimize high-angle errors in the Southern California RD model solu- 
tions, four separate grid orientations are used. Two separate bathymetry grids 
are derived from the previously described 3 second by 3 second NOS bathy- 
metry grid, using bilinear interpolation; one is for waves from the south or 
west, and the other for waves from the southwest or northwest (the x and y 
axes can be switched in each case to produce four different orientations ). The 
west and south grid orientations have a grid spacing of 100 m and the south- 
west and northwest grid have a spacing of  70.71 m. The grid step sizes used 
in the refraction-diffraction calculations are an integer fraction of this grid 
spacing and < 1/6th of a wavelength in 10 m of water. The grid dimensions 
are chosen such that all the orientations have common grid points at a 100 m 
spacing. Model solutions at these points thus include the full range of deep 
ocean wave directions, each performed over the grid that minimizes high- 
angle wave propagation (initial deep ocean angles + 22.5 ° from the x-axis are 
evaluated for each of  the orientations ). 
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3.2. The dissipation of wave energy along coastlines 

The majori ty  of  the remotely generated wave energy propagating into the 
Bight is dissipated by wave breaking near the Southern California coastline 
and the offshore islands. The details of  this dissipative process are not impor- 
tant to the present study of  wave energy in depths > 10 m, outside the surfzone. 
Therefore, areas with water depths less than 5 meters are considered "dissi- 
pative regions" and energy entering these depths is numerically absorbed. This 
method  (Dalrymple  et al., 1984) introduces relatively little numerical noise 
into the R D  model  when compared  to specific wave breaking algorithms (for 
example, Kirby and Dalrymple,  1986). The dissipation rate is controlled by 
a dissipation coefficient and a value of  0.05 is used here. Most  o f  the dissipa- 
tive regions are many wavelengths wide and a large range of  dissipation coef- 
ficients effectively remove the wave energy propagating into these areas. 

3.3. Estimating energy transfer functions 

The linear wave models  are used to estimate energy transfer functions, 
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Fig. 2. Comparisons of RD model energy transfer functions (Eq. l ) at Oceanside Beach (Site 
D, Fig. 1 ) for a monochromatic (f= 0.06 Hz ), unidirectional wave (dashed line ) and a narrow 
rectangular (0.01 Hz-5 ° ) frequency-directional spectrum (solid line). The deep ocean direc- 
tion is the compass heading from which waves are arriving for the unidirectional RD, and the 
mean direction for the spectral RD simulations. 
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~(x~,6o ) =E/Eo ( 1 ) 

the ratio of  sheltered wave energy, E = f f  dfdO S(f,O), to deep ocean energy, 
Eo=  f f  dfd0o So (f,0o), as a function of  the sheltered location, x, the mean 
deep ocean wave direction, 60 and mean frequency, f of  So(f, Oo). When 
So(f, Oo) is a monochromat ic ,  unidirectional plane wave, estimates of  ~ are 
often highly variable over directional scales of  a few degrees, as illustrated in 
Fig. 2. Part  of  this variability is "real"  in the sense that a single RD solution 
represents a single plane wave which, owing to refraction and diffraction 
around islands and shoals, evolves into waves from multiple directions at a 
sheltered location. The phase relationships between these multiple wave trains 
are not random, but defined by the bathymetry.  Spatially complex interfer- 
ence patterns occur if  the majori ty of  the sheltered wave energy is not from a 
single direction. Plane waves passing over a circular shoal create a classic and 
extreme example of  such interference patterns. In the far-field of  complex 
bathymetry,  these patterns can persist but would be virtually unpredictable 
in practice. The fixed phase relationships between the wave directions, now 
many wavelengths away from the bathymetry  which modified the wave field, 

H/no  
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0.5 

Fig. 3. Relative wave heights predicted by the RD model for a 0.01 Hz (0.055-0.065 Hz), 5 ° 
( 177.5 °- 182.5 ° ) rectangular incident wave spectrum. Image has 800 m resolution. 
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are extremely sensitive to changes in the incident wave frequency and direc- 
tion, bathymetry grid errors, and the presence of even mild currents or bot- 
tom dissipation. Another portion of  this variability in 8 [ 0 ( 1 0 % )  of So] is 
due to numerical noise. These errors are introduced when energy is dissipated 
around the islands and when the bathymetry results in wave energy propagat- 
ing at high angles to the x-axis of  the grid (Kirby, 1986a). 

If the deep ocean spectrum So W0o) is approximated as constant over some 
bandwidth, then estimates of  6 obtained by averaging RD model solutions 
across this band are much smoother (Fig. 2 ). In the following we discretize 
the incident deep ocean frequency-directional spectrum into bins of constant 
energy density, each representing a 0.01 Hz frequency and 5 ° directional 
bandwidth, and consider the resulting smoothed 8 (Fig. 2 ). This bandwidth 
is loosely based on the expected smoothness of the directional spectra of nat- 
urally occurring waves. The number  of RD model runs required to adequately 
represent the transformation of a deep ocean spectral bin depends on the 
complexity of  the bathymetry. Up to 90 model  runs were averaged to simulate 
a single bin, and a 25 run average (5 frequencies, 5 directions; Af= 0.002 Hz, 
A0o= 1 ° ) was chosen for the routine computations.  The 25 run estimates of 

generally differed from the 90 run average by < 10%. Even with this 
smoothing, the wave field in the Bight is spatially complex over scales of a 
few kilometers as illustrated in Fig. 3, depicting the Bight-wide RD model 
response to a schematic Southern Hemisphere swell. 

4. THE SPECTRAL REFRACTION MODEL 

Spectral transformations in the Southern California Bight were also per- 
formed with the R model  derived by Longuet-Higgins ( 1957 ) and discussed 
further by LeMehaute and Wang (1982) and O'Reilly and Guza ( 1991 ). If 
diffractive effects are neglected, the relationship between a spatially homo- 
geneous incident wave spectrum, So W0o), and a wave spectrum at a shallow 
water or sheltered location, S~O),  is given by 

kC~o 
S(f,O) = --ko ~ So (f,F(f,O) ) (2) 

The subscript o refers to the incident wave spectrum, k is the scalar wave 
number and Cg the group velocity for a given wave frequency and water depth. 
Equation (2) is valid along a ray path, and the relationship between 0 and 0o 
is obtained by back-refracting a directional range of rays from a specific lo- 
cation. LeMehaute and Wang ( 1982 ) refer to this relationship as the inverse 
direction function, F, where Oo=F(f,,O). The ray back-refraction was per- 
formed using a 4th order Runge-Kut ta  method to integrate the ray equations 
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dx dy dol dc dc 
d-t =ccoso~; ~ =csin0; dt - dx sino~- ~yy coso~ 

where o~ is the direction of wave propagation, and t is time. Wave phase speeds, 
c, and phase speed gradients are estimated by locally fitting a second degree 
polynomial surface to a bathymetry grid (Dobson, 1967) with a spacing of 
144 m in longitude and 184 m in latitude (i.e. ,~ 1 wavelength in 10 m of 
water for 0.06 Hz waves). Sub-wavelength variability in the bathymetry is 
therefore suppressed. 

When back-refracted rays strike islands, the associated inverse direction 
function for sheltered locations, F (Eq. 2 ), is discontinuous, with gaps indi- 
cating directions from which deep ocean waves are blocked. Inverse direction 
functions become very complex when back-refracted rays propagate over large 
areas with complicated bathymetry. The criteria for selecting the starting di- 
rections for back-refracted rays is based on the assumption that the deep ocean 
directional spectra are approximately constant on scales of 5 ° in direction at 
a specific wave frequency. For a given sheltered location, X, rays are initially 
back-refracted with a local angle increment of  1 °. An additional bisecting ray 
is then computed between two adjacent back-refracted rays that have corre- 
sponding deep ocean directions differing by more than 1 °. These iterations 
continue until either all adjacent deep ocean directions are within 1 °, or the 
initial angle increment between two adjacent rays is less than 0.01 ° /J ,  where 
J= kCgo/koCg (Eq. 2) at X. The initial and deep ocean angle criteria are con- 
servatively based on test runs performed at a number  of locations throughout 
the Bight. Similar to the RD model, individual R model runs are combined 
to define ~ (Eq. 1) for rectangular deep ocean spectra with 0.01 Hz-5 ° 
bandwidths. 

5. SENSITIVITY OF ~ TO VARYING TIDAL HEIGHTS 

The many possible sources of model  errors include the limited linear model 
physics and errors in the bathymetry grid. Grid inaccuracies are of the great- 
est concern in shallow water, where the sensitivity of the wave transforma- 
tions to depth errors is highest and sediment movement  is most likely to oc- 
cur. It is not possible to quantitatively test the models directly because 
concurrent coastal and detailed deep ocean directional wave data are not 
available. However, one error that can be crudely simulated is the neglect of 
tidal changes in water depth. This sensitivity analysis also mimics systematic 
bathymetry grid errors resulting from survey navigation errors or the move- 
ment  of large volumes of  shallow water sediments. Estimates of ~ for several 
different locations (sheltered deep water and shallow water) and tidal eleva- 
tions [mean sea level (msl) and _+ 1 m from msl],  using narrow 0.01 Hz-5 ° 
rectangular input (e.g. unsheltered, deep ocean ) spectra are shown for R and 
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RD models in Fig. 4. The variable amounts of wave shoaling ( ~ 5% change 
in energy) at the shallow water sites with different tidal elevations have been 
removed. The remaining differences between the transfer functions are due 
to changes in the wave refraction and refraction-diffraction patterns. 

For the R model, tidal fluctuations have little effect on the deep water esti- 
mates of 5, but are more important at shallow water sites (e.g. compare left 
panels in Fig. 4). Typically, the shallow water transfer functions are less sta- 
ble for the incident directions where local refractive effects result in strong 
wave energy convergence and large & In these cases, small changes in the mean 
water depth can lead to relatively large changes (20-30%) in & This sensitiv- 
ity to tidal height in shallow water is most pronounced for incident spectra 
that are narrow in both frequency and direction, as in Fig. 4. 

The RD model estimates differ in that they show 20-30% variability with 
tidal changes at both shallow and deep water locations. Oceanside Deep Water 
(lower right, Fig. 4) demonstrates that even when a location is far downwave 
from the effects of islands and shoals, the RD estimate of 5 can still be sensi- 
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tive to relatively small water depth changes over the entire grid, even with 
smoothing over a 0.01 Hz-5 ° bandwidth. Most of this sensitivity occurs be- 
cause RD interference patterns many wavelengths away from the refraction- 
diffraction sources are shifted spatially by relatively small depth changes. The 
R model suppresses these interference patterns in sheltered deep water (com- 
pare lower panels in Fig. 4 and see O'Reilly and Guza, 1991 ), thus R solu- 
tions are more stable than RD solutions, although not necessarily more accu- 
rate. Additional results show that as the wave spectrum becomes broader in 
frequency or direction, interference patterns are blurred by averaging, and the 
resulting smooth patterns are much less sensitive to tidal fluctuations. 

Modifying the models to include tides is computationally prohibitive be- 
cause the wave travel t ime from the offshore banks and islands to the coast is 
a significant portion of  a tidal cycle. Therefore tidal effects cannot be accu- 
rately represented by simply changing the sea level elevation of the entire Bight 
for a specific model run (as in Fig. 4). Instead, depths in the model would 
need to be progressively correct as the model solution propagated across the 
grid, and many additional model runs for each frequency and wave direction 
would be needed to cover the range of possible tide scenarios. 

6. SENSITIVITY OF d TO DIFFERENCES IN THE WAVE MODELS 

One drawback of  the present RD model is that it is difficult, if not impos- 
sible, to accurately estimate directional spectra within the Bight because the 
directional calculations are very sensitive to numerical noise in the RD re- 
suits (O'Reilly and Guza, 1991 ). Therefore, in its present form, the RD model 
is l imited to estimating frequency spectra. The R model predicts frequency- 
directional spectra within the Bight in a more straightforward manner  (Eq. 
2 ). Additionally, if estimates of fi are needed at only a few sites within a large 
numerical domain,  then the R model solutions can be computed much faster 
than the RD solutions. 

Therefore, we compared R and RD energy transfer functions at represent- 
ative locations, including 3 sheltered deep water sites (sites A, B, and C in 
Fig. 1 ) that are close to the mainland and in the far-field of the islands and 
offshore banks. Energy transfer functions at these sites are shown in Figs. 5- 
7 for rectangular deep ocean wave spectra which are 0.01 Hz wide in fre- 
quency (0.055-0.065 Hz) and have narrow and broad directional widths (5 ° 
and 25 ° ). Sites A and B are partially sheltered by offshore banks and islands 
and 8 varies significantly with 0o for narrow incident spectra (Figs. 5 and 6, 
upper panels). One example of the differences between the models is Ocean- 
side Deep Water (site A) for the incident direction of 210 ° (Fig. 5, upper 
panel ), an angle for which waves pass over the 60 and 40 Mile Banks (Fig. 1 ) 
before reaching the coast. The reduction of  the R model estimate of~ relative 
to RD is analogous to the circular shoal example in O'Reilly and Guza ( 1991 ), 
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Fig. 5. Oceanside Local Deep Water (Site A, Fig. 1 ). Solid= RD, dashed=R model.f=0.055- 
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where the R model also underestimates the wave energy directly downwave 
of  the shoal. 

The Santa Monica Bay region (the area near Site B, Fig. 1 ) has a particu- 
larly complex wave climate due to its exposure to offshore shoals such as Cor- 
tez and Tanner Banks, and the shallow bathymetry around San Nicolas and 
Santa Barbara Islands. This results in a very complicated 6 at Santa Monica 
Deep Water and greater differences between the two models than at Ocean- 
side (compare Figs. 5 and 6, upper panels). For a narrow incident spectrum, 
the R model both over and underestimates 6, compared to RD, while captur- 
ing the same major features (Figs. 6).  As the deep ocean spectrum becomes 
broader, the solutions converge to similar smooth estimates of 6 at both sites 
(Fig. 5 and 6 ). In the cases of  broad directional spread, the R model estimate 
of 6 is usually lower than RD. This bias is most likely due to numerical noise 
in the RD solutions, produced when wave energy is dissipated around islands 
or when the bathymetry results in waves propagating at high-angles to the x- 
axis of the grid (Kirby, 1986a). The solutions were not filtered, so the spu- 
rious noise is superimposed on the actual wave field, and this introduces a 
positive bias when averaged into the RD spectral estimates. It is interesting 
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that Izumiya and Horikawa ( 1987 ) also showed slightly larger RD estimates 
when comparing R and RD models over parallel bathymetry contours; how- 
ever, the RD model should be essentially "noise free" in their case. 

Both models predict the same main feature at Santa Barbara (Site C, Fig. 
1 ), even in the narrow spectrum case (Fig. 7) .  Unlike the two previous loca- 
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tions, site C is not exposed to complicated bathymetry because of total block- 
ing by Santa Cruz Island directly to the south. Significant amounts of wave 
energy can only reach the site from the west, with few shoals or complex bath- 
ymetric features to induce wave diffraction. 

For a given section of coastline, model differences at shallow water sites 
tend to be slightly larger than the differences in deeper water (e.g. compare 
Oceanside deep, Fig. 5, to Oceanside and San Clemente shallow, Figs. 8 and 
9 ). This is consistent with the increased importance of local diffractive effects 
in shallow water. As was the case for the deep water sites, the model agree- 
ment improves substantially with broader incident directional spectra (Figs. 
8 and 9, lower panels ). However, unlike the deeper locations, there is no clear 
bias in the RD model estimates of energy. 

We expected the very rough bathymetry of the Redondo Submarine Can- 
yon (Site F, Fig. 1 ) to render the R model nearly useless. Although the differ- 
ences in the estimated maxima of 5 are substantial, the R model did a surpris- 
ingly good job of identifying the most highly amplified deep ocean wave 
directions for sites around the head of the canyon (e.g. Fig. 10). Thus the 
smoothing associated with even a narrow 0.01 Hz-5 ° bandwidth brought the 
R and RD models into better than anticipated agreement. 
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7. SENSITIVITY OF O TO ERRORS IN THE INCIDENT DIRECTIONAL SPECTRUM 

As is often the case when using numerical models to describe physical pro- 
cesses, it is much easier to apply the model to a particular problem than to 
verify the accuracy of  the results. Due to the directional sensitivity of  the 
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island sheltering processes, model verification through comparisons to field 
measurements is not straightforward even though there is a relatively large 
amount of wave energy and slope array data for locations within the Bight. 
Figures 4-10 show that sheltered wave energy estimates are sensitive to rela- 
tively small changes in wave direction and thus to small errors in specifying 
So ~0o) .  Unfortunately, high resolution deep ocean directional wave spectra 
are not available. Coastal engineers often use wave hindcasts as a source of 
historical deep water wave information. However, most hindcasts provide 
only rough directional information (e.g. approximate peak directions and di- 
rectional spread information), and the accuracy of higher resolution spectral 
hindcast models is unknown. 

The main source of in-situ directional wave information, the pitch-and-roll 
buoy, provides a fundamentally low-resolution estimate of wave directional- 
ity. Figure 11 shows two directional distributions, one bimodal and the other 
more unimodal, which both fit the same error free pitch-and-roll data exactly 
[ Ochoa and Gonzalez (1990) discuss a variety of directional spectra which 
are consistent with the same pitch-and-roll data ]. The 0.01 Hz-5 ° rectangu- 
lar incident spectra of the previous examples were replaced by these distri- 
butions, and R and RD estimates of 8 for two sheltered sites are shown in Fig. 
12. The differences in 8 due to different interpretations of the buoy data (i.e. 
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Fig. 11. Bimodal  (sol id)  and  un imoda l  (dashed )  direct ional  spectra, f =  0 .055-0.065 Hz. Both 
spectra exactly fit the same error-free pi tch-and-rol l  data. 
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unimodal  or bimodal)  are larger than differences between the R and RD 
models for the bimodal shape. Pitch-and-roll buoy measurements can be quite 
useful, however, because of  their directional uncertainty, they cannot not be 
confidently used as input to wave transformation models without additional 
information. For example, if it is known that the deep ocean spectrum was 
generated by a single, nearby storm, then a broad, unimodal estimate of 
So(f,,Oo) from a directional buoy may be adequate. The wave propagation 
models are least sensitive to errors in broad spectra, so the best estimates of 
sheltered wave energy would be made under these circumstances. However, 
we believe that the overall quality of available deep ocean wave data will often 
be the limiting factor in studies of  wave propagation over complex bathyme- 
try like that found in Southern California. 

8. T W O - D I M E N S I O N A L  E N E R G Y  T R A N S F E R  F U N C T I O N S  

The two-dimensional energy transfer function for site D (Fig. 1 ), calcu- 
lated using the R model, is contoured in Fig. 13, covering wave frequencies 
from 0.05 Hz to 0.12 Hz (periods from approximately 8 to 20 seconds), as 
well as the range of important  incident deep ocean wave directions. The 
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frequency and direction. 

transfer function shown is for the narrow deep ocean spectra used previously 
(i.e. the 0.055-0.065 Hz band is shown in the upper panel of  Fig. 8 ). 

For coastal engineering applications, 2-D wave energy transfer functions 
(e.g. Fig. 13 ) take full advantage of  the linear wave model  results, and pro- 
vide additional information about extreme wave events when applied in con- 
junct ion with wave hindcasting theory. More specifically, transfer functions 
and estimates of possible directional and frequency distributions of deep ocean 
wave energy can be combined to estimate the largest plausible amplifications 
of  the offshore wave energy at shallow water sites. These estimates can differ 
significantly from the largest coastal wave energies that have occurred in re- 
cent history. This is particularly evident along partially sheltered coastlines, 
where the direction and width of  the offshore spectrum can be as important  
as the total energy. 

For example, Seymour et al. (1984) compiled a hindcast of  wave events 
(1900-1984)  with significant heights > 6 m at unsheltered location seawards 
of  the islands. The largest event (Hs=  8.8 m)  had a hindcast peak frequency 
and direction of  0.065 Hz and 247 ° respectively. Assuming for the point of  
illustration that the deep ocean spectrum was narrow, Oceanside Beach was 
significantly sheltered from this event (Fig. 13, 6=  E/Eo..~ 0.3 ). However, a 
plausible 12 ° shift in the peak incident direction to 235 ° would result in 
6 ~  1.4. 

Not surprisingly, larger amplifications of  the deep ocean wave energy occur 
at the lower wave frequencies where wave transformations and shoaling are 
enhanced for a given shallow bathymetry.  The largest amplification ( ~ 2.0 ) 
results when the narrow incident spectrum is centered on a wave frequency 
of  0.05 Hz and a direction of  ~230 -235  ° (Fig. 13). Assuming directional 
widths are not less than 5 °, this is an upper bound on the amplification of  
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deep ocean swell (a wider spectrum spreads the deep ocean wave energy over 
neighboring deep ocean directions and frequencies and reduces the amplifi- 
cation effect through averaging). 

9. DISCUSSION 

Simulations show that RD model estimates of energy transfer functions, ~, 
contain a positive bias [O (10%)So] at many sheltered locations due to nu- 
merical noise (Figs. 5-9, lower panels). In addition, RD errors can result 
from simulating the transformation of  a deep ocean spectrum as an average 
of unidirectional RD model runs [these errors are < 10%) for the 1 °-0.002 
Hz model resolution used here ]. Both models are moderately sensitive to tidal 
fluctuations and /o r  possible systematic errors in the bathymetry grid [O (20-  
30% )So], although the R model is only sensitive in shallow water (Fig. 4 ). 

Comparisons of the two models at various locations throughout the Bight 
show differences that are of the same order as the tidal fluctuation errors for 
narrow incident wave spectra (compare Fig. 4 to Figs. 5-9, upper panels ). As 
might be expected, model  agreement in a particular region is better in deeper 
waters, away from shallow water diffractive effects. If the true incident waves 
were a unidirectional, monochromatic  plane wave, then the resulting wave 
field would be essentially unpredictable in a large complex region such as the 
Bight (Fig. 2 ). As the incident spectrum becomes broader in frequency and 
direction, the model  solutions become smoother and more similar (Figs. 5- 
9, lower panels). In O'Reilly and Guza ( 1991 ), the R model showed poorer 
agreement with RD, compared to the present examples, for narrow spectra 
with simple natural bathymetry. However, a finite frequency bandwidth was 
not used in the previous simulations and this additional smoothing improves 
the model agreement. The sensitivity of ~ to small changes in direction, and 
simulations with two different incident wave directional spectra (both con- 
sistent with the same pitch-and-roll buoy data),  showed that model errors due 
to uncertainty in the input directional spectrum can be larger than the differ- 
ences between the models themselves (Fig. 12 ). 

The model comparisons are useful in evaluating model deficiencies. For 
example, the R model  cannot simulate wave diffraction. Many investigators 
have studied the diffraction of wave energy around islands, and Pawka ( 1983 ) 
specifically addressed this problem within the Bight. His conclusion, that the 
effects of island edge diffraction are small in the far-field of  the islands, is 
supported by the comparisons of the models in sheltered deep water (Figs. 5- 
7 ). Some of  the largest deep water differences between the models are not due 
to island edge diffraction, but instead are a result of diffraction over some of 
the offshore shoals such as 40 and 60 Mile Bank (Fig. 1 ). The R model under- 
estimates wave energy directly downwave of  these features. The comparisons 
also demonstrate that high-angle wave propagation errors in the RD model 
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can be reduced to a O (10%)So positive bias using several different grid ori- 
entations. One of the most common criticisms of the parabolic equation 
method is the potential impact of these high-angle errors, yet this bias is rel- 
atively small when the RD model is used to simulate spectra rather than uni- 
directional waves. However, the resulting numerical noise in the RD model 
limit it to predictions of frequency spectra rather than full directional spectra, 
and for highly sheltered locations, neither model is likely to provide quanti- 
tative estimates of the low energy conditions. We found the R model to be 
surprisingly robust owing to finite distributions of wave energy in both fre- 
quency and direction. Even with features as complicated as submarine can- 
yons, the R model correctly identified the most highly amplified deep ocean 
wave directions (Fig. 10). 

The sensitivity of the transformation process to details of SoGOo), along 
with the known uncertainty in the available estimates, precludes direct veri- 
fication of the models. O'Reilly ( 1991 ) has used inverse methods to show 
that deep ocean directional distributions can be found that are consistent with 
hindcasts, the numerical models, and (limited) sheltered wave measure- 
ments. More definitive field tests of the models are underway. 
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